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ABSTRACT
Community-question-answering systems, such as Stack Overflow,
provide a platform for various communities to ask questions, discuss topics, and find knowledge. Especially software developers are
heavily relying on such systems to identify solutions for their problems. While the content of community-question-answering systems
may be less scientific, it usually represents practical knowledge
from various perspectives and backgrounds. Thus, analyzing this
content can be valuable for the scientific community to understand
previous and current (i.e., open questions) needs of practitioners.
In this paper, we report a systematic analysis of two websites that
comprise communities with a focus on software development: Stack
Exchange and Quora. We extract questions, answers, comments,
and discussions on software product lines in general and feature
modeling in particular. The results provide a historical perspective,
an overview on commonly addressed scopes, and a classification
of discussed topics and problems. Moreover, our findings are interesting to understand the practical impact of software-product-line
techniques outside of well-analyzed case studies, to support lectures by identifying regularly asked questions, and to scope tool
development based on reported technical problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Software product lines are an established technique to systematically reuse and customize software variants [1, 26]. To this end,
developers create a set of reusable artifacts that serve a specific
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function, referred to as features. Features can have different dependencies, such as mandatory, optional, or requires, that define how
a valid variant can be configured. These feature dependencies are
usually managed in a variability model, of which feature models are
the most common ones in practice [3, 8, 28].
Several case studies and surveys show the success of softwareproduct-line techniques in industrial and open-source projects,
such as Linux [3, 11, 29, 34]. Still, these reports are usually based
on developers that are familiar with these techniques, even if they
may call them differently. Moreover, many studies include the same
subject systems, for instance, the Linux Kernel is commonly used
due to its size [21, 22, 25, 29], and organizations that report on
ongoing and new experiences—with constantly improved systems
and increasing knowledge of the developers. Thus, the problems and
needs that arise and are reported may be limited to a certain subset
of developers that are already familiar with most of the concepts
and apply the same techniques as well as processes, biasing the
results towards well-experienced users.
In this paper, we investigate the practical impact of software product lines from another perspective: Is there a broader awareness
and interest in software product lines besides the well-known and
established cases? To answer this question, we utilize communityquestion-answering systems [30], such as Stack Overflow, to perform an empirical analysis. These communities comprise larger
numbers of users with diverse backgrounds (e.g., developers, students, researchers) that post questions and answer those of others,
resulting in millions of potentially interesting entries.
For our study, we analyzed a total of 174 systems from two websites, namely the Stack Exchange network1 and Quora.2 From these,
we identified a total of eight communities and 73 questions in which
software product lines and especially feature modeling have been a
question, answer, or argument. We analyzed these questions, their
answers, and comments to identify what scopes of software product lines are of interest to the communities and what topics they
discuss. Our results show that especially software product lines as
a concept and feature models are discussed in these communities.
In most cases, conceptional questions (e.g., definitions) arise and
software-product-line techniques are proposed as a solution, particularly as an alternative to cloning variants, for example, in version
control systems.
In detail, we contribute the following:
• We report the results of analyzing different communities on
their awareness for software product lines in general and
feature modeling in particular.
• We categorize the identified questions and put them into the
scope of software product lines.
1 https://stackexchange.com
2 https://quora.com/
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• We discuss the raised questions and their implications for
practitioners, researchers, and lecturers.
Overall, the results can be helpful for multiple purposes: They show
that developers are familiar with software-product-line techniques,
also outside of organizations and systems that are established in
the research community. The identified questions can be helpful for
lecturers to cope with students’ questions, for practitioners to find
solutions, for tool developers to identify problems or opportunities,
and for researchers to find and motive potentially new research
directions. We highly encourage experts of the different topics to
answer open questions in such systems to increase the visibility of
software product lines outside of the research community—with
community-question-answering systems arguably being a more
practice-oriented communication channel with a broader audience
than research papers [36].

2

BACKGROUND

In the following, we provide a brief overview of software product
lines and community-question-answering systems.
Software Product Lines. The idea of software product lines is to
implement and systematically manage a set of features that can
be reused to customize software variants [1, 26, 34]. Features implement a specific, user-visible functionality and may comprise
additional artifacts, such as models and tests. For this purpose, developers have to define the features’ dependencies (e.g., optional,
requires, alternative). These dependencies are managed in a variability model [3, 8, 28]—based on which valid configurations that
fulfill all defined dependencies can be derived. In an automated
step, tools build the configured variant by selecting the defined
features and instantiating the corresponding variant. Researchers
have proposed numerous techniques to implement the variability
mechanism that allows to configure the source code [1, 10], such
as preprocessors, components, aspect-oriented programming [13],
or version-control systems. We remark that we will refer to any
kind of variability model as feature model in the remaining paper,
as these are best-known in practice [3], which matches our results.
Community-Question-Answering Systems. Community-question-answering systems allow their users to ask and answer questions on a website [30, 37]. Consequently, such systems build a
knowledge base to which a community of users with the same
interests contributes to by sharing experiences [2]. Depending on
their users, community-question-answering systems have varying
scopes and are restricted to certain domains. For example, Stack
Overflow is concerned with software development, while the Stack
Exchange network—of which Stack Overflow is part of—comprises
over 170 additional communities. Similarly, Quora is not limited to
any topic, but allows its users to define their preferences and set
up groups that focus on a specific topic.
Community-question-answering systems aim to identify the
best answer for any question, facilitating the search of users with
similar problems [30]. The advantages of such systems are the broad
background of the users that may be practitioners, researchers, and
students, as well as their global background, as these systems are
not limited to a specific region [20]. Thus, they can provide a good
basis for an empirical analysis to address some of the known biases
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of locality and sampling in empirical studies. Still, communityquestion-answering systems also face several problems, for instance,
managing the large number of data, integrating the right users, as
well as ensuring the quality of questions and answers [20, 30, 31].

3

STUDY DESIGN

In this section, we report the details of our study design, namely
our research questions, subject systems, search strategy, and inclusion criteria. Overall, we roughly follow guidelines for systematic
literature reviews by applying a similar protocol [14]. By following
such a protocol, we aim to ensure that our study is comprehensible,
verifiable, and can be repeated.

3.1

Research Questions

The goal of this study was to identify whether software product
lines and especially feature modeling are topics that developers
are aware of and that they discuss. Numerous case studies have
been reported and indicate the importance of software-product-line
techniques for industrial and open-source systems alike [3, 11, 34].
However, industrial case studies also report that the notion and
mindset of software product lines is still unfamiliar to many developers [6, 9]. Thus, while they apply such techniques, the corresponding variability mechanisms are usually introduced without
planning a software product line in advance. Moreover, while the
concepts may be familiar, many case studies report from the same
organizations and domains, indicating a potentially limited scope.
We aimed to provide another perspective on this issue, independent of well-known organizations: Instead of relying on developers
that are evidently familiar with software product lines, we conducted an empirical analysis on community-question-answering
systems to identify whether the same techniques are a topic in
those. Such systems are used by a variety of users with different
backgrounds, knowledge, and interests. Thus, it can be challenging
to find questions for a specific topic, but these questions can result
in a broader knowledge base that is used to answer them. Moreover, the questions may indicate all kinds of problems, for example,
on the conceptual understanding or technical problems, as any
user can initially ask any question. Moderators close or remove
questions only in exceptional cases.
Overall, our goal was to provide additional insights into
the practical relevance of software product lines and feature
modeling. To achieve this goal, we defined three research questions that we answer within this paper:
RQ1 To what extent are software product lines and their modeling
topics in community-question-answering systems?
RQ2 What scope (e.g., feature modeling, tools) do the identified
questions have in the context of software product lines?
RQ3 What topics/problems are raised in the identified questions
and how are software product lines connected to those?
With the first research question, we aim to provide a chronological
overview to identify trends and the overall interest into software
product lines. In contrast, for the other two research questions, we
analyzed the questions, answers, and comments in detail to identify
the actual issues and problems that are discussed. Especially, open
questions may pose new research opportunities and improve the
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awareness for technical or conceptual problems—and answering
those can help researchers and practitioners alike.

3.2

Subject Systems

We selected our subject systems from two community-questionanswering websites: The Stack Exchange network and Quora. Stack
Exchange comprises a total of 173 different systems (last checked
November 13th 2018), with the most prominent one being Stack
Overflow. We selected this website, due to this large number of
systems that we can crawl at once and the close relation of several
of these systems to software development (e.g., Stack Overflow,
Software Engineering). Consequently, we expected that software
product lines should appear in some questions of these systems.
Similar to Stack Exchange, Quora allows its users to create subcommunities and has an even broader scope than the Stack Exchange network. Thus, Quora provided an additional system to
enrich our analysis with a different point of view.

3.3

Search Strategy

We used the web-searches of Stack Exchange and Quora to identify
relevant questions in each of our subject systems. To this end, we
applied the following search strings independently and as exact
searches (variations in brackets):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variability model(s)
Variability model(l)ing
Variability management
Feature model(s)
Feature model(l)ing
Product line engineering
Software product line(s)

Moreover, we checked the tags software-product-line and softwareproduct-lines in all of our subject systems. We remark that some
technical issues with the Stack Exchange web-interface made it
impossible to retrieve all results, wherefore a small set of potentially relevant questions may be missing. Namely, Stack Exchange
indicated a total of 100 results for feature model, but we were only
able to retrieve 50 of them. Still, this seems to be a minor issue,
as we identified numerous duplicates among the search strings. In
addition, especially feature model appeared in various unrelated
contexts, as we explain in the next section.

3.4

Selection Criteria

In order to identify relevant questions, we manually analyzed all
retrieved results. To this end, we only applied a single inclusion
criterion to consider all relevant questions: Any part of a question,
including its answers, comments, and tags, has to directly refer
to software product lines or feature modeling. Depending on the
subject system and search string, we found that several questions
did not fulfill this criterion. For example, many questions included
formulations that some products or events feature models or were
connected to feature models in data mining.

4

CONDUCT

We last repeated and updated our search on October 25th 2018.
At that point in time, we received a total of 183 results (without
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the 50 that were not accessible) for Stack Exchange and 52 results
for Quora. We display the 73 results after applying our inclusion
criterion and removing duplicates in Table 1 in Appendix A, ordered by analyzed community and the date a question has been
posted. Quora provides fewer information and mechanisms to the
community, for example, it does not show the date a question has
been posted. Thus, the date in these cases is the one of the oldest
answer, or we left it empty if there has not been an answer yet. The
identifiers are derived from the Stack Exchange links, which comprise this key, and they are artificial for Quora. All of the identifiers
we use in this document are hyper-links to ensure attribution of the
users that posted and answered questions. To allow replication and
verification, even if the links in Table 1 and the remaining document may be dead at some point, we contribute all of the displayed
questions in a public repository.3
In Table 1, we further show the rating and, thus, the relevance
of a question for Stack Exchange users (Quora has currently no
rating) and the status of each question:
A Answered: The question has an accepted answer for Stack
Exchange or any answer at all for Quora (which does not
have an accept mechanism).
C Closed: Questions in Stack Exchange communities can be
closed, for example, if they are too broad or out of scope.
However, they may still have an accepted answer, which we
always preferred over closed.
O Open: The question has no accepted answer for Stack Exchange or no relevant answer at all for Quora (in one case,
we found an answer asking for more information).
We still analyzed all content of a question, independent of its status.
Finally, the last two columns in Table 1 represent the scope within
software-product-line engineering and the abstracted topic of each
question. To identify scope and topic, we analyzed each question.
For the scope, we differentiated whether a question is mainly related
to configurations, feature modeling, implementation, tools, or software
product lines as a whole. If multiple scopes were applicable, we
decided for the one that seemed to be best fitting.
To define the topic, we analyzed the actual question with all of its
remaining content, derived keywords (e.g., clones, valid configuration, example), and compared all results to identify commonalities.
For instance, multiple questions asked about managing variants in
version-control systems. In most cases, software product lines have
been suggested as a better solution than using forks in such systems, wherefore we derived the topic clone alternative. We discuss
these two columns in more details within the next section.
Overall, we identified 73 questions in which software product
lines appeared. Unsurprisingly, over half of the questions are part
of Stack Overflow (39), which is the largest of our analyzed systems
with several millions of questions and users, followed by Quora
(17), and Software Engineering (11). The questions have been asked
at different points in time and have varying ratings, as we would
expect from a community-question-answering system. In a similar
study, Barua et al. [2] identified the 40 most prominent topics in
almost 3.5 million Stack Overflow posts, for example, coding styles
(4.5%), object-oriented programming (3.2%), and SQL (2.2%). Thus,
3 https://bitbucket.org/Jacob_Krueger/vamos-2019-data
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Figure 1: Chronological overview of questions included in this study separated for each community-question-answering system. The vertical jitter shall only reduce overlapping.
software product lines (as explicit term) contribute only to a small
portion of the content in our subject systems.

5

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In this section, we report and discuss our findings. For this purpose,
we provide a separate subsection for each research question. These
subsections are separated in a results presentation and discussion,
closing with a short summary to answer each research question.

5.1

RQ1 : Relevance

For RQ1 , we are concerned with the evolution and distribution of
questions to show the relevance of software product lines.
Results. We display the chronological development of the questions we present in Table 1 in Figure 1. Note that the last seven
questions in Quora have not been answered yet and, thus, have
no date to which we can refer (as aforementioned, we otherwise
use the oldest answer’s date). We represent these questions as the
furthest right entries, as they are still open. Furthermore, for Stack
Exchange systems, all dates we display refer to the asked question
for consistency, but the actual reference to software product lines
may be in a later answer or comment.
As we can see, in five of our subject systems, namely The Workplace, Tex, Mathematics, Math Overflow, and Computer Science,
questions on software product lines appear only occasionally. Still,
this is hardly surprising, as these systems are less related to programming. In Stack Overflow, Software Engineering, and Quora,
we identified more constant interest in this topic. However, only
since 2016 software product lines are an actual topic in Quora, with
only a single question (i.e., Quora-01 in 2014) being posted before.
Moreover, we can see that the interest of the Software Engineering
community, at least to post new issues, seems to decrease, comprising only three new questions since the middle of 2013. For Stack
Overflow, the distribution of questions is rather constant, with only
two outlier patterns: At two points in time questions are slightly
clustered, namely in 2009 and around 2013/14. In contrast, we also
see two longer periods without any question in 2012 and 2015.

Considering the ratings within the Stack Exchange network, we
found that only four questions have a comparably high number
of votes (more than 10). All of these are rather old, as no question
with five or more votes has been asked after 2013. This is rather
unsurprising, as older questions can collect more ratings. We will
investigate these four questions in more detail for RQ3 , as these
ratings indicate that the questions have been more interesting to
the communities. In contrast, we found only a single question that
has currently been down-voted (i.e., 44498966).
Discussion. Our results indicate that there is a constant interest
in software product lines within the analyzed systems. While not
all questions are directly concerned with them, they have often
been proposed as solution to reuse and variability problems. Thus,
software product lines seem to have neither a decreasing nor increasing trend. They only comprise a small set of results within the
millions of questions in our subject systems. Consequently, they are
not among the main topics, for example, in the analysis of Barua
et al. [2], and statistical explorations seem inappropriate at this
points in time. The patterns we see could be interesting for further
analyses, however, at least the first one around 2009 can be easily
explained, as Stack Overflow was initiated only the year before.
Arguably, several domains that have been established then have
similar clusters and distributions [2].
For RQ1 , we summarize:
There is a small, but constant interest into software product
lines within the analyzed community-question-answering
systems. This indicates that they have become an established
concept in practice that is also known and referred to outside
of organizations that are already using them.

5.2

RQ2 : Scopes

For RQ2 , we are concerned with the scope of each question to understand the users’ interests—potentially indicating lacking knowledge, room for improvements, or opportunities for research.
Results. In Figure 2, we present a summarized overview of the
software-product-line scopes that the analyzed questions are mainly
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Figure 2: Number of questions related to a specific scope.
concerned with. We see that most questions are referring to software product lines as a whole. Mostly, we selected this category
if the question asks for definitions or concepts (e.g., Quora-05,
343110), if a user recommends software product lines as a solution
(e.g., 25184295), or if a user searches for complete examples (e.g.,
24258). Thus, it is not surprising that this scope appears the most.
The second largest scope that we identified are actually feature
models. As other authors found in their works [3, 8, 28], feature
models (over 60 initial search results) seem to be an established
technique in practice and the term seems to be far more common
than variability model (only 4 initial search results). In this scope, we
clustered questions that are concerned, for instance, with deriving
valid configurations from a model (e.g., 39249293), formalisms of
feature models (e.g., 1698508), and LATEX exports (e.g., 335708).
We identified three other scopes, which are tools (9), implementation details for reusable or variable code (8), and configurations
and their management (5). Most questions in the tooling scope are
about technical problems of integrating plug-ins or using a development environment (e.g. 16077355). Implementation questions
are concerned with the variability mechanisms on code level (e.g.,
19246598). Finally, questions in the configuration scope aim to
find answers on how to define and validate that the features are
correctly configured and matched, for example:
“Detect configuration errors with FeatureIDE”
24985049
Discussion. The distribution of questions in the scopes of software
product lines is not surprising: In many cases, the users ask about
general concepts and definitions, arguably aiming to understand
what a software product line actually is. A concrete example is the
following, open question:
“What is the difference between code reuse and software product
line engineering?”
343110
In the context of industrial adoption and also teaching, we remark
that we found several identical and similar questions, indicating
that a clear distinction—and its communication—between “simple”
and systematic reuse seems necessary. More precisely, comparing
and explaining reuse practices and processes in a comprehensible
overview may be helpful.
While the other scopes appeared less often in our analysis, they
are all connected and should not be disregarded. In particular,
feature modeling and tooling are of major concerns. Unsurprisingly, questions in these scopes are often about problems in using
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Figure 3: Number of questions related to a specific topic.
tools, for example, installing plug-ins (e.g., 12455731) or converting
feature models into other formats (e.g., 47302532). Consequently,
we can only recommend tool vendors to search for their tools
in community-question-answering systems to support their users
more flexible and potentially faster. For instance, we found questions on FeatureIDE [33] (e.g., example in the results: 24985049),
Pure::Variants [4] (e.g., 647830), and Eclipse EMF (e.g., 26399257).
Some questions are interesting for researchers, as they report
potentially new problems and ideas. In particular, open questions
on modeling or implementation details and their formalisms can
be challenging to address (e.g., 30088). Moreover, for researchers,
it may be interesting to analyze questions about specific contexts
that the communities are also aware of, for example, on dynamic
product lines (e.g., 24258) or software product lines for domain
specific languages, which we discuss further in the next section:
“Does it make sense to focus on Domain Specifics Languages
(DSL) development following a Software Product Line approach?”
3753417
For RQ2 , we summarize:
The identified questions are concerned with various scopes of
software product lines, mostly with general concepts, but also
feature modeling, tools, implementation, and configuration.
Partly, they go into great detail and ask about specialized
concepts that require expert knowledge. Thus, we argue that
community-question-answering systems can provide valuable insights on software product lines and highlight the
importance of different research areas for practice.

5.3

RQ3 : Topics and Problems

For RQ3 , we are concerned with the actually addressed topics and
problems, independent of the scope.
Results. In Figure 3, we show the number of questions we assigned to what topic. Overall, we identified 16 topics based on what
has been asked and discussed within each question. We can see
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that we assigned considerably more questions to four topics compared to the remaining 12 topics, namely concept (16), variability
(12), argument (8), and clone alternative (8). Some topics are rather
specialized and occur only sparsely, for example, evolution, domainspecific language (DSL), and feature location. In the following, we
will separately discuss different topics based on concrete examples.
To this end, we discuss frequent topics, highly rated questions, and
rare topics. We exemplify concrete problems (P) that users raised
and that may guide future research to show the potential of analyzing community-question-answering systems. However, identifying
such problems is not our focus and, thus, incomplete.
Frequent Topics. We discuss two of the most frequent topics only
briefly: Concepts includes questions that ask for definitions or
general explanations, such as the quoted example in the previous
section (i.e., 343110). Similarly, in argument questions, softwareproduct-line techniques are only mentioned in some comment or in
an answer, but do not contribute to an actual solution. Both topics
are of limited interest, as the corresponding questions are more
related to definitions and provide starting points for explorations.
The main topic that we could identify and that is connected
to software product lines is managing variability. We found 12
questions in which the user focused on implementing customizable
software, while reuse was not explicitly emphasized. For instance:
“[...] Soon there are like hundreds of configurable options, and
even naming them becomes a nightmare, let alone managing
them, changing them, tracking them in code, etc. [...]” 303737
This question is concerned about managing configuration options
and one user proposes to rely on software-product-line techniques.
Such techniques can facilitate the management, for instance, by
supporting automatic tracking of features in the code and providing
configurators. Still, the problem (P1 ) of having too many configurable
options remains—organizations’ usual work-around is to reduce the
complexity by removing features or making them mandatory.
The last topic that we regularly found are software product
lines as an alternative to clone-based software development
(a.k.a. clone-and-own [32]). Apparently, the migration from clones
to a software product line (or building one with version-control
systems) is not only a recent research area, but an issue that developers struggle with. Interestingly, the questions are structured quite
similar, involving a set of variants that exists and for which new
variability is intended. Only in such situations, developers seem
to start thinking about more systematic designs that allow for customizations and reuse. Still, the concept (P2 ) of thinking differently
of versions and variants seems problematic for some developers.
Such questions emphasize the importance of research on extractive
software-product-line adoption [15] and can also provide hints on
the scope of projects—helping researchers to design new techniques.
The basic solution to the problem is highlighted by an answer:
“Use the modularity of your language to organize a software
product line, rather than the version control system. Quite simply, the merge process is not something you want to be a regular
part of building your products. Rather, the design of your product should already take this into account.”
29514
Highly Rated Questions. As described, we identified four questions that are comparably highly rated. In the following, we will
analyze these in more detail.
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“What is Component-Driven Development?”

933723

This question is concerned with a specific programming paradigm:
Component-driven software development. However, components
are also a technique to implement software product lines, which one
user points out in his answer and provides additional background.
As our previous results already indicate, such concept questions
are the most prominent ones and are more an issue of (P3 ) clear
definitions and communication.
“Why aren’t we all doing model driven development yet?” 55679
The user who asked this question is interested in another, more
advanced technique to implement reusable software: Model-driven
software development [5]. Still, one user points out that most successful applications of this technique are in the domain of software
product lines—there may be a (P4 ) missing awareness for the relation
between different software development techniques. As there is no
further description or answer based on software product lines, we
categorized this question into the argument topic.
“How do I create and maintain a code reuse library?” 1302141
This is one of the few questions in which software product lines are
explicitly mentioned in the context of software reuse. The user aims
to develop a set of reusable modules, indicating features, and argues
about structuring them hierarchically, as a feature model would do.
Consequently, a user points out that software product lines aim to
achieve the desired reuse. While this question is arguably exactly
where software product lines can be useful, it also supports the
argument that (P5 ) software reuse concepts seem less established than
they potentially should be.
“Branching model suggestion for same project multiple clients”
72685
The last question is again concerned with clones of a system. Again,
the accepted answer proposes to use software-product-line techniques. This emphasizes that cloning is a common principle applied
by many developers, especially if they are (P6 ) unaware of more
systematic techniques, such as software product lines.
Overall, we can see that none of these questions is explicitly
asking about software product lines. Still, they are closely related,
for example, to software reuse and extractive adoption of software
product lines from clones. Moreover, for each of these questions, a
user suggested software product lines as a solution. This indicates
that the investigated communities comprise developers that are
aware of and see the benefits of using the corresponding techniques.
In contrast, it also seems that a lot of the users are rather unaware
of the same techniques.
Rare Topics. There are several topics that comprise only one or
two questions, but are related to software product lines. While some
of them are rather standard, for example, deriving configurations
from feature models (e.g., 39249293) or asking for tool recommendations (e.g., 647830), others are quite interesting and highlight the
relevance of various research areas, for example:
• One question is concerned with the evolution and versioning of software product lines (i.e., 41898931). The question
highlights that variability is not only needed along features,
but also along time (versions) [16].
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• Another user is concerned with understanding how feature
location is performed for software product lines (i.e., Quora12). This clearly highlights the importance of investigating
this research area to support practitioners and to improve
existing techniques [18, 27].
• It was rather surprising that we found two questions that
are related to transforming artifacts. While one is only
concerned with loading feature model formats, the other
question is actually interested in transforming or updating
the variability mechanism (i.e., 37486472). This supports
research that has been conducted in this direction [12, 19].
• Finally, we found one question (i.e., 3753417) that is concerned with developing similar domain-specific languages
(DSLs) as software product lines, already in 2010. This research is gaining new attention, referred to as language product lines and seems to be of practical interest [23].
These questions are rather specific, wherefore we expected only
few of them. Still, they may be more interesting to researchers,
highlighting potential for new research directions.
For RQ3 , we summarize:
The users ask some questions about software product lines
multiple times. Most prominently, developers aim to understand concepts of software product lines, variability, and alternatives for cloned software systems. This partly shows a
lack of awareness for systematic software reuse, but also indicates that the communities comprise quite knowledgeable
users. Some questions highlight the importance of certain
research areas, such as software-product-line evolution and
transformation, feature location, and language families.

5.4

Threats to Validity

We are aware of some threats to the validity [38] of our study. Concerning internal validity, the major threat is our manual analysis
performed by a single author. Potentially, we have misinterpreted
some questions or answers and other researchers may derive a
different categorization than we did. However, we have carefully
analyzed the content and limited our interpretation as far as possible, focusing on keywords to abstract scopes and topics. Moreover,
we asked a colleague to check and verify our classification to ensure
agreement on our decisions. Finally, we ensure that anyone can
replicate and verify the results by linking to the corresponding
websites and providing downloads in our repository.3
Concerning external validity, potential threats are: We could not
retrieve all results from Stack Exchange, we considered a subset
of all available community-question-answering systems, and our
results may differ for experienced software-product-line practitioners. Still, our results are valuable, provide interesting insights, and
indicate research directions. We mitigated the mentioned threats by
using different search strings, aiming to identify all relevant questions even if one search did not work properly. Also, we included
173 subsystems in our study, which comprise the most prominent
one for our domain: Stack Overflow. Finally, it was not our goal
to necessarily identify questions of experienced practitioners, but
show the relevance of and awareness for software product lines for
a broader audience of software developers.
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RELATED WORK

Srba and Bielikova [30] surveyed and classified numerous studies
on community-question-answering systems. However, only few
perform an empirical analysis of the actual content and its meaning,
for example, Coleman and Lieberman [7], Okon and Hanenberg
[24], and Venkatesh et al. [35]. Moreover, they are concerned with
other topics than software product lines. Based on such works, we
described methods to perform empirical analyses of the contents
and discussed their flaws and limitations [20]. The closest to this
paper is our own previous work, in which we presented some initial
findings on aspect-oriented programming [17]. Still, besides the
topic, our goal was also different: In the previous paper, we aimed
to show the suitability of our methods, while we focused on results
in this paper. Similar to us, Barua et al. [2] proposed a method to
mine the actual content of community-question-answering systems
and performed statistical analyses of Stack Overflow. They focused
on the most common topics and their trends, which is out of our
scope and did not include software product lines.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reported an empirical analysis of two communityquestion-answering websites: Stack Exchange and Quora. Overall,
we searched in 174 systems and identified 73 questions that are
related to software product lines and feature modeling. Based on
these, we analyzed the relevance of this topic for a broader audience
than the usual case study subjects. Our findings are:
• There seems to be a small, but constant interest for software
product lines in Stack Overflow and Quora.
• The users of the investigated systems are mainly interested
in the general concepts of software product lines. However,
other topics are also present, namely feature modeling, tools,
variability implementation, and configuration.
• Our results indicate a missing awareness of software product
lines and reuse in general.
• We found several questions that motivate further research
and communication on, for example, managing variability
(P1 ), developing versions and variants (P2 ), definitions (P3 ),
linking related research areas (P4 ), reuse concepts (P5 ), and
the awareness for systematic reuse (P6 ). Moreover, some
questions raise specific research opportunities, for instance,
on extractive adoption, evolution, feature location, and transformations of software product lines as well as using these
for domain-language variants.
The results show that software product lines are a relevant problem
in practice and that community-question-answering systems are a
valuable source of information that can also be helpful to increase
visibility. Moreover, the raised issues motivate different research
scopes, areas, and even specific questions. Thus, the results can
help researchers to perform and compare similar analyses as well
as to motivate and design research directions or tools.
In future work, we aim to extent our analysis significantly. To
this end, we want to include other topics, automate our analysis,
dig into more details, and perform interview studies. Also, we plan
to compare our findings to closely related works in the future, including surveys and reviews on software product line research and
communities. While we focused on questions that are explicitly
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connected to software product lines in this paper, another interesting perspective is to search for implicit connections. Thus, we
will extent our search strings and keyword analysis, for example,
to include the terms configuration, feature, or preprocessor.
Acknowledgments. We thank Sebastian Krieter for his feedback
and for verifying our classifications.
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APPENDIX: INCLUDED QUESTIONS

In Table 1, we show an overview of all questions that are included in
this paper. The identifiers serve as hyper-links to the corresponding
website, which can also be found in our repository.3

Table 1: Overview of the 73 questions included in this study. Each ID links to the corresponding question to attribute the users,
independently of whether we identified it through the question, an answer, or a comment. All data is available in a separate
repository3 to allow replications. We also show the rating (only Stack Exchange), status (St.), scope, and topic of each question.
ID/Link

Date

Rat.

St.

Context

Topic

Computer Science
24258 30.04.2014

2

O

SPL

Example

Mathematics
1698508 15.03.2016

1

O

FM

Formal

Math Overflow
30088 30.06.2010

1

A

IMPL

Formal

Software Engineering
57547 13.03.2011
72685 30.04.2011
98451 04.08.2011
7498823 21.09.2011
55679 09.11.2011
29514 23.12.2010
143734 10.04.2012
186368 06.02.2013
303737 27.11.2015
340127 13.01.2017
343110 28.02.2017

7
11
6
0
17
5
1
2
1
5
2

C
A
A
C
A
A
A
O
C
O
O

SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
IMPL
SPL
SPL
FM
SPL

Reuse
Clone Alternative
Clone Alternative
Variability
Argument
Clone Alternative
Argument
Clone Alternative
Variability
Variability
Concept

Stack Overflow
261829 04.11.2008
305423 20.11.2008
647830 15.03.2009
696021 30.03.2009
785441 24.04.2009
933723 01.06.2009
950516 04.06.2009
983390 11.06.2009
1302141 19.08.2009
1400199 09.09.2009
2551608 31.03.2010
3519852 19.08.2010
3753417 20.09.2010
5214935 07.03.2011
6722770 17.07.2011
12455731 17.09.2012
16077355 18.04.2013
16239895 26.04.2013
19246598 08.10.2013
19842986 07.11.2013
19936776 12.11.2013
20640444 17.12.2013

6
3
0
9
3
18
4
4
11
4
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
1
5
2
2
2

O
C
A
A
A
A
O
O
A
A
O
A
A
A
O
O
A
A
A
C
A
A

IMPL
SPL
TO
SPL
SPL
SPL
IMPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
FM
SPL
FM
TO
CONF
IMPL
FM
SPL
SPL

Variability
Concept
Recommendation
Argument
Argument
Concept
Concept
Concept
Reuse
Clone Alternative
Reuse
Variability
DSL
Variability
Example
Derive Config
Problem
Validity
Variability
Concept
Clone Alternative
Clone Alternative

ID/Link

Date

Rat.

St.

Context

Topic

Stack Overflow (continued)
23934768 29.05.2014
2
24157842 11.06.2014
0
24985049 27.07.2014
1
25184295 07.08.0214
0
26399257 16.10.2014
1
32584976 15.09.2015
0
34132032 07.12.2015
1
37486472 27.05.2016
0
39249293 31.08.2016
1
39500746 14.09.2016
0
41898931 27.01.2017
0
44498966 12.06.2017
-1
47302532 15.11.2017
1
47764139 12.12.2017
1
49412028 21.03.2018
0
49800115 12.04.2018
0
52547796 28.09.2018
0

A
O
O
O
O
O
A
A
O
O
O
A
O
O
A
O
O

CONF
CONF
CONF
SPL
TO
IMPL
CONF
IMPL
FM
TO
SPL
SPL
FM
TO
SPL
TO
FM

Variability
Variability
Validity
Clone Alternative
Problem
Variability
Validity
Transform
Derive Config
Problem
Evolution
Reuse
Transform
Problem
Variability
Problem
Formal

TeX
142176
335708

04.11.2013
24.10.2016

4
1

O
O

FM
FM

Export
Export

The Workplace
43464 30.12.2015

1

A

SPL

Argument

Quora
Quora-01
Quora-02
Quora-03
Quora-04
Quora-05
Quora-06
Quora-07
Quora-08
Quora-09
Quora-10
Quora-11
Quora-12
Quora-13
Quora-14
Quora-15
Quora-16
Quora-17

-

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
O
A
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

SPL
SPL
FM
TO
SPL
SPL
TO
SPL
SPL
SPL
TO
IMPL
SPL
SPL
SPL
FM
SPL

Example
Concept
Argument
Argument
Concept
Concept
Argument
Concept
Concept
Concept
Recommendation
Feature Location
Variability
Concept
Concept
Concept
Concept

06.07.2014
05.04.2016
06.09.2016
31.10.2016
31.01.2017
15.10.2017
19.11.2017
29.12.2017
18.02.2018
-

A: Answered, C: Closed, O: Open
CONF: Configuration, FM: Feature Modeling, IMPL: Implementation, SPL: Software Product Line, TO: Tooling

Are You Talking about Software Product Lines?
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